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Free Essay: The Cause and Effect of Marriage Growing up children are There are many reason whys people get
married; for love, money.

Every individual has the ability to see it the way they choose, as either good or bad. Cause And Effect In
Marriage by Paul Friedman Anything and everything you experience, in whatever the venue or circumstance,
Cause And Effect In Marriage including within your marriage, always, always, always happens as a result of
what you think, say, or do. The most common causes of a negative self image include: the media, family,
peers and abuse from the present or past. Economic problems can cause a disaster in a marriage, not having
other option for the couples then the divorce. For instance, many married couples go into debt. Early
marriages are sometimes forced but young adults who are getting married out of choice should be informed of
personal and health issues. Married couples think that they do not need to express their love for each other
verbally and that only providing for the house is sufficient to know that they care and love each other. When
involved in a divorce lack of communication, infidelity, and financial problems are the causes to provoke a
couple to split apart and take their lives into different path. This fear impedes on their development and on
their anxiety to live a settled life. Introduction A. Progress becomes vital for both of the partners since they
have shared needs and experiences. Most married couples cannot forgive their spouse of infidelity, leading to
an unfortunate divorce. This fear undermines their lives and they end up wasting a lot of time looking for a
perfect spouse to marry and live with. The only thing that you need is to speed your mind! Get Essay At the
age around ten a girl is not completely grown, nor is she sound educated. Why do people get married?
Importantly, one other part needs to be mentioned, although this law of marriage and life is much harder to
understand. False expectations is another reason for early marriage. For example, in physical, mental and even
from a social point of view. In addition, many couples can cheat using social networks such as Facebook,
Twitter, Myspace etc. We are always searching a partner to be together forever, and share the life, but some
people search for it too young. From the point of birth, girls are prepared to believe that their only job in life is
to get married and to have kids.


